
CYRISMA is a cybersecurity SaaS solution that offers a complete 

risk management eco-system, allowing organizations to protect 

their own and their clients' environments using a single, feature 

rich interface.

It is a unique cybersecurity product that eradicates a complex, 

multi-application/vendor approach. CYRISMA can be integrated 

through a simple and rapid deployment process, and provides 

organizations with a proven security framework that uses our 

three-way structured approach consisting of seven simple steps:

ABOUT CYRISMA KEY FEATURES

DATA SENSITIVITY
Search storage types and see where 

sensitive  data is stored. Reduce 

foot-print before the bad actor 

attacks and holds it for ransom

VULNERABILITIES
Perform vulnerability scanning, 

assessment and root cause analysis. 

Know when vulnerabilities were first 

seen.  Patch 3rd Party Windows-

based apps.

SECURE BASELINE
Scan assets against CIS Benchmarks 

to establish tighter security controls. 

Reduce the risk of being breached or 

compromised and adhere to 

regulatory compliance.

SCORE CARDS 
View your collected risk data and 

industry comparison in "view at a 

glance" dashboards to determine how 

well you are doing in reducing your 

technical risk and how you compare 

with others in the same industry.

RISK MITIGATION 
Create mitigation plans, define 

accountability and  assign to 

individuals within your organization.

Additional CYRISMA Features:

Risk Monetization, Active Directory 

Monitoring, Network Discovery, 

Compliance Tracker, Microsoft Copilot 

Readiness Assessment, Microsoft Secure 

Score, RESTful API

Data Discovery:

Allowing your 

organization and 

your clients to know 

what sensitive data 

they have, where 

the sensitive data is 

located and who 

has access to it.

Relevant Action:

Empowers your 

organization to track 

and monitor mitigation. 

The Patching feature 

enables you to fix 

vulnerabilities in 3rd-

party Windows-based 

apps.

Risk Assessment: 

Giving your organization 

and your clients the 

ability to know if the 

systems housing the 

sensitive data have 

vulnerabilities and 

whether the data is 

secure.

DARK WEB
Monitor the Dark Web for company 

IPs, domains and email addresses that 

may have been leaked or stolen.



PARTNER BENEFITS 

We created CYRISMA to 
ensure there was minimal 

impact on resources

Our implementation process 
is one of the fastest in the 

industry. Partners are ready 
to go within 1.5 hours, which 

includes training and 
deployment!

CYRISMA allows our partners 
to follow a proven security 

framework.

Reduce the risk of cyber 
threats through our three-
way structured approach 

(Data Discovery, Risk 
Assessment & Relevant 

Action.)

CYRISMA is a feature-rich 
platform with all the features on 

one single and easy-to-use 
interface

A suite of cyber risk features to 
eliminate the need to piece 

together multiple technology 
applications or vendors to reduce 

confusion and increase focus.

HOW IT WORKS 

Use the CYRISMA 
Managed Services 

Portal to access and 
manage all clients

1

Get a quick 
overview of the risk 

profile of each of 
your clients in our 

simplified executive 
dashboards

2

Deep dive into any 
client instance to 

retrieve 
information and 

schedule or 
manage cyber risk 
related activities

3

Small footprint on-
site sensor means 

that you can quickly 
deploy CYRISMA 

with minimal effort

4

RAPID 
DEPLOYMENT PROACTIVE SIMPLICITY

RAPID
DEPLOYMENT

PROACTIVE 
APPROACH

ADDITIONAL
REVENUE

Receive the CYRISMA 
platform at a very 

affordable price and 
attractive licensing options.

Add marginal gains, reduce 
costs and expand your 
cybersecurity service 

portfolio with CYRISMA’s 
multiple capabilities.



PARTNER COMMENTS
“CYRISMA is the only security suite on the market that offers out of the box Data Discovery (DLP), Vulnerability Assessment, and Server Configuration 

Monitoring. The platform is cost-effective for clients with  on-premises, hybrid or cloud infrastructure requiring these core capabilities.." - CyFlare

"Our initial feedback is WOW. The capability of the tool is endless and it is very, very easy to deploy. There really isn’t another product out there that will 

plug and play the way CYRISMA does. One of our customers had suffered a potential breach and we used CYRISMA to get results that we couldn’t even get 

from the insurance -assigned forensics company to identify if HIPAA data was compromised. You have a game-changer here” – Innovative Solutions

CYRISMA vs. THE COMPETITION 

“We recently migrated to CYRISMA because we struggled with our last vendor because of the time it took to keep the tool running. Cyrisma just WORKS. It 

does more and costs less than its competition, and the support team is incredible. It is obvious Cyrisma was built by people who understand the needs of 

the security community. Can't recommend them enough!” - Morrison-Maierle Systems

+1 585-326-5829www.cyrisma.com  sales@cyrisma.com  
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